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1) A farmer planted potatoes in 132 rows and carrots in 15 rows. How many more rows

of potatoes have been planted than carrots?

2) Rhea has 324 postage stamps in her stamp collection while Rhone collected 88

of them. How many more stamps does Rhea have than Rhone?

3) West Point Primary School has a total of 263 students. Forty-nine students are

dropped o! by their parents and the rest take the school bus. How many students

use the bus to get to school?

4) A balloon seller carried 154 Helium balloons. He sold 92 of them. How many

balloons did the seller carry now?

5) A public park has 121 park benches. On Sunday evening, 57 benches were occupied

by the visitors. How many benches were unoccupied?

3-digit & 2-digit: S1
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Name :

1) A farmer planted potatoes in 132 rows and carrots in 15 rows. How many more rows

of potatoes have been planted than carrots?

2) Rhea has 324 postage stamps in her stamp collection while Rhone collected 88

of them. How many more stamps does Rhea have than Rhone?

3) West Point Primary School has a total of 263 students. Forty-nine students are

dropped o! by their parents and the rest take the school bus. How many students

use the bus to get to school?

4) A balloon seller carried 154 Helium balloons. He sold 92 of them. How many

balloons did the seller carry now?

5) A public park has 121 park benches. On Sunday evening, 57 benches were occupied

by the visitors. How many benches were unoccupied?

Answer Key

117 rows of potatoes

236 stamps

62 balloons

64 benches

214 students
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